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hitting the highlights

what sticks in the mind
after ion gnss 2011

I

But the action stayed squarely in the
Oregon Convention Center, where around
1,400 folks attended the three-day event —
an increase of eight percent from 2010.

f you were looking at a word cloud of
September’s ION GNSS 2011 conference discussions, you’d see: FUSION,
BUDGETS, Launches, MultiGNSS, LightSquared, GPS
III, JAMMING, GLONASS constellation, Compass BeiDou ICD,
Galileo status, QZSS, GOOGLE,
hotel rooms, rental cars, sales leads.
For the second year, the conference took
place in the Pacific Northwest city of Portland,
with an active volcano on the skyline, a
mighty river flowing through it, self-conscious
foodies, notable wines and craft beer.

THE MISSING ICD
Before the conference even started, it
took off with a bang. On Tuesday morning,
September 20, ION Satellite Division ViceChair Dr. Jade Morton led a workshop
on the fast-developing Chinese satellite
navigation system with a select group of high
level officials and academic researchers
involved in Compass/BeiDou-2.
The Chinese representatives confirmed
that the new system’s signal Interface
Control Document (ICD) would be
published in 2011. Dr. Xiangcheng Ding
of the China Satellite Navigation Office
suggested that the document would be
released in October. (As this newsletter
goes to press, however, the ICD has not yet
been published on the system’s Chineselanguage website, www.beidou.gov.cn).
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developed into a nearly automated process
of multi-angled, car-mounted cameras, and
software that “stitches” the multiple images
together to make a 360-degree continuous
street-level picture. Three-dimensional view,
interior views and the inclusion of personal
snapshots are next, Vincent said.
Dr. Pier Paolo Porta of Parma
University’s VisLab continued the fusion
theme with tales of an 8,000-mile trek by
a driverless vehicle from Parma, Italy to
Shanghai, China. The AV and its caravan
slogged through unmapped territory where
advance planning was impossible.
The point of the exercise was to get autonomous vehicles off the test track and into
the real world. The researchers used GPS,
scanners, cameras, sensors and a two-car
setup to establish waypoints and give the AV
a 3D image of the way ahead. They made it.

GNSS FUSION
“Fusion” was the keyword at the opening
plenary on Tuesday night, September 22.
Google’s engineering director, Luc Vincent,
discussed “Street View,” the GNSS fusion
technology that lets us see panoramic views
of the world’s streets and buildings in Google
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Scene of the floor show at ION GNSS 2011.
More than 60 companies and organizations
participated in the commercial exhibition,
including several new participants.
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From the ION President

Dr. todd walter

Fall Wrap-Up

T

his past September’s ION GNSS 2011
International Technical Meeting, hosted
by the Satellite Division, re-enforced the fact
that the PNT community continues to thrive.
Attendance increased by almost eight percent
over 2010 numbers and participation was
also up in the exhibit hall. I would like
to thank the ION GNSS 2011 program
committee: Patricia Doherty, General Chair
and Dr. Dorota Brzezinska, Program Chair,
as well as all the Satellite Division officers,
technical track and session chairs and
tutorial instructors for making this year’s
meeting such a resounding success.
I would also like to thank all of the other
organizations that hosted workshops and
symposiums in conjunction with ION GNSS,
including the Civil GPS Service Interface
Committee (CGSIC) and the International

Association of Chinese Professionals in
Global Positioning Systems, who sponsored
the Compass workshop. A special thanks to
Dr. Jade Morton (Miami University, Ohio)
and Prof. Jingnan Liu (Wuhan University,
China) who chaired the workshop. This
was the first time the ION GNSS conference
has hosted a collaborative workshop with
Compass developers and managers from
China’s BeiDou Management Office, and I
hope there will be many more opportunities
for technical professionals working on the
various GNSS systems to collaborate in the
free exchange of technical information.
One of my personal highlights from
this year’s ION GNSS meeting was to watch
Dr. John Raquet, Satellite Division Chair,
present the 2011 Kepler Award to Dr. Gary
McGraw. The Kepler Award is presented

Compass Workshop speakers at the 2011 ION GNSS meeting. The workshop was chaired by Dr. Jade
Morton, Miami University (Ohio) and Prof. Jingnan Liu, Wuhan University, China, pictured 4th and 5th from
the left.
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for sustained and significant contributions
to the development of satellite navigation,
and is the Satellite Division’s highest
honor. Dr. Gary McGraw was recognized
for his contributions to GPS in the areas
of high accuracy, high integrity and
highly survivable precision guidance and
control of aircraft. (See page 7 for more
information.)
I would like to extend my thanks to this
year’s Nominating Committee who put forth
an excellent slate of candidates for election
to ION Council. Electronic voting will be
ION PRESIDENT continued on page 17
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ESA Space Weather

Solar Max Is Coming

GNSS Programs Explore Space Weather
A

fter years of inactivity, the Sun is waking
up, perhaps profoundly affecting Earth’s
space environment and the satellites orbiting
through it — including GNSS constellations
— as well as user equipment that depends
on space-based technologies.
The solar cycle, a periodic change in the
amount of irradiation from the Sun that occurs
over periods of about 11 years, is entering a
growth phase and stimulating intense interest
in space weather and methods to predict it.
NOAA, which oversees the National Weather
Service, conducts an annual conference on the
subject at its National Space Weather Center
in Boulder, Colorado. This year, NASA’s Ames
Research Center in California conducted a twoday workshop October 15 and 16, under the
theme “Space Weather Risks and Society.”
And the ION GNSS 2011 program included
a six-paper session on the subject, “Space
Weather Effects on GNSS in the 21st Century,”
led by Patricia Doherty of Boston College. At
the latter school, Doherty heads an Institute for
Scientific Research project addressing space

weather effects on GPS and the Wide Area
Augmentation Systems (WAAS) operated by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
Space weather describes the conditions
in space that affect Earth and its technological systems and that arise primarily
from the behavior of the Sun, the nature of
the Earth’s magnetic field, and our planet’s
location in the solar system.
Solar Cycle and Atmospheric Effects
The frequency and intensity of space weather
events such as solar flares, coronal mass
ejections (CMEs), and solar radio bursts are
largely a function of the solar cycle. According
to NASA, in December 2008 the Earth entered
the 24th of these that have been tracked
since 1755, with the maximum activity for the
current cycle — known commonly as “Solar
Max” — expected to begin in 2013.
Although the agency’s predictions suggest
this will be the smallest sunspot cycle in
more than 100 years, the heightened solar
phenomena can still produce adverse effects

A map of total electron count (TEC) generated by the CODE - Center for Orbit Determination in Europe,
University of Bern, Switzerland.

on critical infrastructure such as reliable
electrical power, communications, and
remote-sensing satellites, as well as precision
global timing and positioning resources.
Solar flares and CMEs — an outflow of
plasma from or through the solar corona that
represents the most threatening of solar events
— induce geomagnetic storms that make
the ionosphere unstable, resulting in rapid
changes and strong spatial gradients.
Solar flares travel at the speed of light;
however, their effects on GPS receivers have
been noted to begin approximately one hour
after their occurrence at the Sun. CMEs travel
a lot slower, 2,000 kilometers per second, and
typically reach Earth one to five days after the
eruption from the Sun. Consequently, they can
be observed by spacecraft many hours or even
days before the plasma reaches the Earth.
The sudden eruption of billions of tons
of highly charged particles of energy during
CMEs— two of which occurred in June —
interact with Earth’s magnetic field producing significant geomagnetic storms and often
spectacular low-latitude auroras.
They can also create ionospheric storms
and disruptions to radio signals propagating through the Earth’s atmosphere. Solar
activity-based injection of energy to the upper
atmosphere manifests as enhanced electric
fields, currents, and energetic particle
precipitation that affect the propagation of
radio signals through the ionosphere.
This typically increases the total electronic
count (TEC) in the ionosphere and produces
an effect known as scintillation — the rapid
fluctuation and fading of the received signal
intensity due to electron density irregularity.
Effects on Satellite Navigation
According to Genene Fisher, senior advisor
for space weather for the National Weather
SPACE WEATHER continued on page 4
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SPACE WEATHER continued from page 3

Service and one of the speakers in the ION
GNSS session, “Solar weather is the largest
contributor to single-frequency GPS errors
and a significant factor for differential GPS,”
causing ranging errors and loss of signal
reception.
Solar storms affect satellite navigation
in various ways, starting with the satellites
themselves.
The particle bombardments can unexpectedly upset electronic components on the
satellites and gradually degrade them. Galileo’s
middle Earth orbit (MEO) at an altitude of
around 23,200 kilometers (14,500 miles) is
less protected by the geomagnetic field than
satellites in low orbits.
MEO satellites also pass through the outer
Van Allen radiation belt, one of the two toroidal
regions where incoming charged particles are
funnelled and trapped by the magnetosphere
— meaning that the satellites will actually
receive more lifetime radiation exposure than
their higher-altitude geostationary equivalents.
GNSS users on the ground, along with
the terrestrial infrastructure overseeing the
constellation and producing navigation signals,
may also experience unwanted effects.
TEC-induced delays result in changes in
speed and direction of GNSS signal; scintillation causes GNSS signal scattering and possible
loss of signal lock; and solar radio noise
produces background noise across GNSS
frequencies and degrades signals.
“Just a billionth of a second’s delay
can cause a 30-centimeter error, and the
ionosphere can cause errors in the order of
several meters.”
Unlike ordinary telecommunication
systems that can just boost their broadcast
power to overcome this effect, GNSS receivers may use the signal delay to calculate the
user’s position by means of dual-frequency
carrier phase techniques.
Significance for GNSS
A solar flare in December 2006 (before
the current cycle began) produced
“unprecedented” fades in received GPS signal
power at L1 and L2 over an extended period.
Indeed, in early August, three large explosions from the Sun over the course of a few
days led government scientists to caution users
of satellite, telecommunications, and electric
ION Newsletter

equipment to prepare for possible disruptions.
— while GIOVE-B carries a single ESA“This is an issue of concern for all
designed Standard Radiation Environment
satellites and therefore also for Galileo, as
Monitor. They maintain a count of the
we . . . are scheduled to begin operations
particles hitting them.
by mid-2014, right in the heart of the ‘solar
Other ESA missions including Integral,
max,’” says Stefano Binda, a European
Proba-1, Rosetta, Herschel and Planck,
Space Agency (ESA) engineer involved in the
are carrying similar radiation monitors,
Galileo program.
helping ESA specialists to build up a
Solar activity can adversely affect a wide
broader picture.
range of operations that depend on reliable,
“Integral’s is most applicable, because
high-precision GNSS positioning and timing,
it’s highly elliptical orbit briefly crosses
include telecom and power grid synchronithrough the Galileo altitude,” says Binda.
zation, precision farming, and civil aviation.
The radiation environment has been a
Consequently, a great deal of attention is belittle harsher than expected, Binda adds.
ing given to monitoring and modeling space
“The big question is what happens now,
weather and predicting its effects.
as the upturn in activity is forecast to
A variety of ground-based facilities
increase. We want to go on validating our
observe the sun on a continuous basis,
model in the worst-case conditions; so,
providing information about such features
the GIOVE satellites will remain important
as active solar regions, coronal holes, and
even after the first Galileo satellites are
filaments, and about eruptions. Data from
launched later this year.”
the ACE (Advanced Composition Explorer)
By using instruments to watch the
satellite, which is about 1.5 million
Sun, the intervening space, and the
kilometers from Earth towards the Sun,
Earth’s magnetic field, scientists are able
report the conditions in the solar wind.
to warn of magnetic storms on Earth.
Two Galileo In-Orbit Validation Element
For example, NOAA’s Space Weather
satellites (GIOVE-A and GIOVE-B) —
Prediction Center provides daily reports
launched on December 28, 2005, and April
on solar activity viewable online at http://
27, 2008, respectively — carry radiation
www.swpc.noaa.gov/forecast.html.
monitors continuously measuring the
User groups, such as commercial
radiation flux.
airlines, use these predictions to
improve their operations, even delaying,
“This element of the GIOVE mission is
re-routing, or canceling flights in
becoming more important as solar activity
some cases. ◆
increases,” Binda says. “We didn’t have
direct experience
of medium-Earth
orbit, but the design
of Galileo has been
guided by radiation
models that say,
crudely, if you are
going to operate
at a given altitude
then you need a
certain radiation
shielding.”
GIOVE-A carries
two different UKsourced radiation
monitors —
QinetiQ’s Merlin
Actual and predicted number of sunspots in previous solar cycle and current one.
and Surrey Space
Photo credit: NASA.
Centre’s CEDEX
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More than 80 Different Models

Online
GPS Jammer
Sales Draw
Attention
of FCC

I

ncreasing incidences of interference to
GNSS signals has led to a crackdown on
Internet-based companies offering devices
to jam cell phone, Wi-Fi, and GPS signals.
In October, the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) Enforcement Bureau
issued 21 enforcement actions against online
retailers in 12 states for illegally marketing
more than 215 different models of wireless
communications jammers, including nearly
80 types of devices that could jam GPS signals.
Nearly all of the 21 companies offered GPS
jammers along with others for CDMA, GSM,
UMTS, LTE, PHS, and DCS. Some devices were
advertised as GPS-only jammers; others were
identified as jamming a variety of signals.
The signal jamming devices listed in an
Omnibus Citation and Order against 20 of the
companies include GPS blockers for vehicles,
high-tech signal blockers with remote control
capabilities, jammers disguised as paintings
and cigarette packs, and other small, easilyconcealable cell phone jammers, as well as
high-powered industrial jammers that have
the potential to disrupt radio signals in areas
as large as a football field.
The FCC actions following the issuance of
two FCC enforcement advisories last February,
directed at retailers and users of cell phone,
Wi-Fi, and GPS jammers in violation of the
Communications Act of 1934.
The agency directed each online retailer
to take “immediate steps” to cease marketing
signal jamming devices to consumers in the
United States and its territories. Those steps
include removing the illegal signal jamming
devices from online display, expressly excluding consumers in the United States as potential
customers, and declining to sell signal-jamming devices or complete any sales transacION Newsletter

tion to consumers in the United States.
In a request for information attached to the
Omnibus Citation, the Bureau also ordered
the online retailers to provide information about their signal jammer suppliers,
distribution channels, and sales, including the
manufacturer of each illegal signal jamming
device, the websites that the online retailer has
used to market the devices in the United States
or its territories, and the corrective actions the
online retailer has taken or will take to comply
with federal law prohibiting the marketing and
sale of jamming devices.
Companies identified in October’s omnibus
citation were given 30 calendar days to report
the specific actions they had taken to correct
the violations and to provide information concerning their signal-jamming device suppliers,
distribution channels, and sales.
Subsequent violations of the FCC order
could lead to fines of up to $16,000 for each
such violation by the companies, or, in the
case of a continuing violation, the FCC may
impose monetary forfeitures of up to $16,000
for each day of the violation — including the
advertising or marketing of the devices — up
to a maximum forfeiture of $112,500 for any
single act or failure to act. Moreover, violations of the Communications Act or the Rules
can result in criminal sanctions, including
imprisonment.
FCC Enforcement Bureau Chief Michele Ellison said, “Our actions should send a strong
message to retailers of signal jamming devices
that we will not tolerate continued violations of
5

federal law. Jamming devices pose significant
risks to public safety and can have unintended
and sometimes dangerous consequences for
consumers and first responders.”
Ellison added, “We expect that these
retailers will take immediate steps to ensure
future compliance. If they continue to offer
jammers to consumers in the U.S., we will
work closely with our law enforcement
partners to prosecute them to the full extent
of the law. Consumers deserve no less.”
The FCC Enforcement Bureau emphasized
that because signal jamming devices work by
indiscriminately interrupting or interfering
with communications, the use of a jamming
device in a classroom, theater, church, restaurant, or other public place could prevent
someone in the vicinity of the jammer from
making an emergency call to 9-1-1, the police, a fire department, or a family member
in trouble.
In order to help answer consumer questions about signal jammers, the Enforcement Bureau has published Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQ) on GPS, Wi-Fi, and
Cell Phone Jammers, available on the FCC’s
Jammer Enforcement webpage, at http://
transition.fcc.gov/eb/jammerenforcement/
jamfaq.pdf.
To file a complaint alerting the FCC’s
Enforcement Bureau to illegal cell, GPS,
or other jamming devices, visit http://www.
fcc.gov/complaints, or call 1-888-CALL-FCC
(1-888-225-5322) voice or 1-888-TELL-FCC
(1-888-835-5322) TTY. ◆
Fall 2011

Highlights from ION G

ION GNSS 2011 Program Committee, L to R: Dr. Allison Kealy, University
of Melbourne, Australia; Prof. Terry Moore, University of Nottingham, UK; Dr. Dorota
Grejner-Brzezinska, The Ohio State University; Patricia Doherty, Boston College;
Neil Gerein, NovAtel, Inc., Canada; Dr. José-Ángel Ávila-Rodríguez, ESA/ESTEC,
The Netherlands; Dr. John Betz, The MITRE Corporation. Not pictured: Dr. Paul Kline,
Honeywell Aerospace; Stephen Rounds, L-3 Interstate Electronics Corporation.

ION GNSS 2011 Student Paper Award Winners posing with their awards.

T

2011 Parkinson Award

he 2011 Bradford W. Parkinson Award was presented September 23 during the ION GNSS
Awards Luncheon to Dr. Nagaraj Channarayapatna Shivaramaiah, University of New South
Wales, Australia, for Graduate Student Excellence in
Global Navigation Satellite Systems in his thesis “Enhanced
Receiver Techniques for Galileo E5AltBOC Signal”. The award
was established in June 2003 and is awarded annually to
an outstanding graduate student in the field of Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). This award, which
honors Dr. Bradford Parkinson for his leadership in
establishing both the U.S. Global Positioning System and
the Satellite Division of the ION, includes a personalized
plaque and a $2,500 honorarium.

Dr. Nagaraj Channarayapatna Shivaramaiah, University
of New South Wales, Australia, received the esteemed
Parkinson Award at the 2011 ION GNSS Awards Luncheon.
Dr. Shivaramaiah introduced a number of algorithms specific
to E5 in his thesis, the most sophisticated GNSS signal, including a patented multipath technique.
He is now responsible for developing a space-capable multi-GNSS (L1/E1/L5/E5) version of
UNSW’s Namuru receiver.
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Dr. Gary McGraw Wins
2011 Kepler Award

Dr. Gary McGraw shown with the prestigious Kepler Award presented at the ION
GNSS 2011 Awards Luncheon. Dr. McGraw
was cited for his contributions to GPS in
the areas of high accuracy, high integrity and
highly survivable precision guidance and control of aircraft.

THANK YOU
to our sponsors!
The ION wishes to express its
sincere appreciation for the support
of its Show Daily advertisers, JAVAD
GNSS and NovAtel, and to Inside
GNSS magazine for its editorial
contribution to the Show Daily.
Also, our thanks to the sponsors of
the Internet kiosks — Inside GNSS
magazine, Lockheed Martin and
NovAtel, Inc.; RX Networks for
sponsorship of the Business Center;
and to Trimble for sponsorship of
the ION GNSS Mobile Application.
ION Newsletter
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r. Gary McGraw has made significant
contributions to the field of satellite
navigation and has become a central figure
in a number of navigation technology
development efforts. As a member of
Rockwell Collins’ Advanced Technology
Center, he made many contributions to
the development of GPS-based precision
approach and landing systems. He was
instrumental in the receiver development
and system architecture definition for the
Rockwell Collins team that demonstrated
the first triplex differential GPS autoland
system during the Boeing GPS Autoland
Program. He was also heavily involved in
the work of RTCA SC-159 in the development
of industry standards for GPS landing

7

systems, in particular leading the effort
that developed the first set of standardized
models for use in the certification of GPSbased avionics. These models have become
internationally accepted and widely used.
He also contributed significantly to the
development of radio frequency interference
industry standards for GPS receivers. Dr.
McGraw also participated in early GPS
Modernization activities, including the
M-code definition team, definition of
the GPS L5 signal as member of RTCA SC
159, and the GPS-III System Analysis &
Requirements Development program. Dr.
McGraw led the development of a number of
GPS signal processing concepts in the areas
of multipath mitigation and in the use of
dual-frequency measurements in advanced
differential GPS architectures. This dual
frequency differential architecture is the
basis for the next generation military landing
and test range systems. He pioneered the
use of anti-jam GPS systems for high
accuracy and high integrity applications. Dr.
McGraw also led the development of the GPS
Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring
(RAIM) algorithms now in use in all Rockwell
Collins commercial avionics GPS products.
Dr. McGraw currently leads the Navigation
and Control Section of the Rockwell Collins
Advanced Technology Center. He and the
team he leads develop and analyze advanced
navigation system concepts and work to
transition technologies to internal business
units as well as external agencies under
contract. This work includes developing
technologies for GPS denied positioning,
precision positioning and timing, GPS antijam and anti-spoofing, and autonomous
path planning. Dr. McGraw has numerous
conference and journal publications and
holds 14 patents. He has served the ION as
conference track chair and session chair on
several occasions and is an Associate Editor
of the ION journal NAVIGATION.
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ION GNSS 2011 continued from page 1

Though GNSS signals are not, strictly
speaking, ubiquitous, it remains the gold
standard, said the plenary’s third speaker,
Dr. Chris Rizos, professor & head, School
of Surveying & Spatial Information Systems,
University of New South Wales, Australia.
And its use in the far-reaching imaging and
sensing applications described during the
session underscored why.
Other positioning technologies are
either not as reliable, less accurate, too
costly, or require too much infrastructure
or equipment, Rizos said. He suggested
that a fusion of technologies may eventually provide a truly ubiquitous service that
he defined as being available “everywhere
at any time.”
LIGHTSQUARED AND ITS DISCONTENTS
By now, everyone knows that LightSquared
is a proposed broadband network of
30,000 high-powered ground stations that
doesn’t play well with GPS.
Technical teams overseeing FCCmandated tests conducted during the
summer included many ION members
and showed interference with nearly every
kind of GPS receiver. Naturally, it entered
conversations all over the exhibit hall.
A Wednesday evening panel, “Can LightSquared and GPS Co-exist” filled a session
room and challenged fire regulations with
rows of observers lining the walls. The
discussion, chaired by GPS pioneer Tom
Stansell, was tense but cordial.
The opening speaker, LightSquared
executive Martin Harriman discussed the
accommodations his company had made
as a result of the tests, agreeing to temporarily limit the power of its transmissions
and delay the upper 10-megahertz of its
spectrum.
Panelists from Garmin, Trimble,
and John Deere discussed effects on
their products — the gist of which was
encapsulated by NovAtel’s Pat Fenton,
“For wide band receivers, it’s pretty much
a wipeout.”
Panelists were concerned about the
lack of testing on the company’s handsets
and the future threat if LightSquared
did not permanently reduce power and
ION Newsletter

Mock-up of GPS III satellite displayed in Lockheed Martin exhibit. Photo credit: Sierra Robinson, Inside GNSS.

abandon the upper frequency bands.
Earlier in the day, the exhibitor floor
buzzed with the news that LightSquared
had entered into an agreement with JAVAD
GNSS to develop technology they believed
solved the interference problem. (See
article on page 16.) Specifically, a GPS
receiver that uses the buffer created by
dropping the upper 10 megahertz of LightSquared’s spectrum.
DUAL LAUNCHES FOR GPS III
For the second time, the Civil GPS Service
Interface Committee (CGSIC) symposium,
usually separate from the main conference,
was integrated smoothly into the event
itself. The meeting was the occasion for
several announcements about the GPS
program.
Col. Bernard Gruber, head of the
USAF GPS Directorate, introduced one of
them. He told the group the Air Force is
considering launching GPS III satellites
two at a time as a cost-cutting measure.
(GPS IIF spacecraft can’t be sent up
together because each is configured for
direct insertion into a specific orbit.) The
modernized satellites are scheduled to go
up beginning in 2014, and dual launches
may begin as early as the sixth SV.
8

Other news concerned worries about
GPS jamming and interference. A new program, Patriot Watch, is the Department of
Homeland Security’s attempt to mitigate it,
John Merrill, a PNT program manager in
the department, described its first phase.
“Minnow” spots jamming and interference
around airports.
As the system develops, Merrill said,
cleansed data could be added from other
GPS users, such as FedEx, and combined
with Homeland Security information to
identify where interference is occurring in
near real time.
Time was the subject of an earlier subcommittee session of the CGSIC — specifically the usefulness of the leap second that
keeps digital systems using Coordinated
Universal Time or UTC in sync with Universal Time or UT1 — the time reflecting the
Earth’s position in the space relative to the
sun and other bodies.
A proposal now on the final agenda
of the International Telecommunication Union would drop the leap second.
Advocates for the proposal argue that total
difference between UTC and UT1 would
amount to about one minute over the
course of 100 years and would not affect
computer systems. ◆
Fall 2011

ION GNSS 2011 BEST PRESENTATION AWARDS

T

he Satellite Division of The Institute of Navigation traditionally recognizes the best presentation given in each session. Recipients are selected by the session’s
co-chairs. The criteria used to evaluate each presentation is as follows: 70 percent: relevance, timeliness and originality of technical work/information; 20 percent:
quality of visual aids (legibility, relevance to topic, etc.); and 10 percent: quality of presentation delivery (enthusiasm, enjoyment as a speaker, etc.).

Session A1: Land Based Applications 1

A Comparative Study of Lidar and
Camera-based Lane Departure Warning
Systems: J. Britt, C. Rose, D.M. Bevly,
Auburn University

Session B1: Preserving the Availability
and Integrity of GNSS in Harsh
Environments

Authentication of GNSS Position: An
Assessment of Spoofing Detection
Methods: Y. Bardout, Thales Alenia Space,
France

Session C1: Aviation Applications

Simulation Model to Evaluate
Collision Avoidance Methods Using
Raw Measurements in the Automatic
Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast:
M. Uijt de Haag, S. Vana, Ohio University;
J.L. Farrell, Vigil, Inc.; S. Vana, Ohio
University

Session D1: GNSS and the
Atmosphere 1

Multi-Domain Analysis of the Impact
of Natural and Man-Made Ionosphere
Scintillations on GNSS Signals
Propagation: W. Pelgrum, Ohio University;
Y. Morton, Miami University; F. van Graas,
Ohio University; P. Vikram, S. Peng, Miami
University

Session E1: Precise Point Positioning
and RTK

Issues in Ambiguity Resolution for
Precise Point Positioning: P. Collins, York
University and Natural Resources Canada,
Canada; S. Bisnath, York University, Canada

Session F1: Software Receivers and
GNSS Antennas

Wide-band Signal Processing Features
for Reference Station use of a PC-based
Software Receiver: Cross-Correlation
Tracking on GPS L2P, AltBOC and the
Inter-fronted Link for up to Eight
Frequency Bands: T. Pany, N. Falk,
B. Riedl, T. Hartmann, J. Winkel, IFEN
GmbH, Germany; G. Stangl, Space Research
Institute of the Austrian Academy of
Science, Austria

Session A2: Land Based Applications 2
Odometer-aided Instantaneous Signal
Reacquisition for Automotive GNSS
Receivers: H-G. Büsing, U. Haak,
P. Hecker, Technische Universität
Braunschweig, Germany

Session B2: GNSS Algorithms and
Methods

A New Frequency Offset Correction
Approach for Enhancing Sensitivity of
GNSS Receivers: M. Sahmoudi,
P. Esteves, M. Bousquet, Institut Supérieur
de l’Aéronautique et de l’Espace/SUPAERO,
TéSA, France; L. Ries, G. Artaud, CNES,
France; M-L. Boucheret, University of
Toulouse, TéSA, France

Session C2: Receiver & Antenna
Technology 1

Multisatellite Tracking GNSS Receivers
in Multipath Environments: K. Giger,
C. Guenther, Technical University Munich,
Germany

Session D2: Galileo and Other Emerging
GNSS (COMPASS, QZSS, IRNS)

Session E2: Pedestrian Navigation

Session A4: Geodesy and Surveying

Collaborative Pedestrian Mapping of
Buildings Using Inertial Sensors and
FootSLAM: P. Robertson, German Aerospace
Center, Germany; M. Garcia Puyol, German
Aerospace Center and University of Malaga,
Spain; M. Angermann, German Aerospace
Center, Germany

The Accuracy Potential of Galileo E5/E1
Pseudoranges for Surveying and Mapping:
I. Colomina, C. Miranda, M.E. Pares,
Institute of Geomatics, Spain; M. Andreotti,
C. Hill, University of Nottingham, UK;
P.F. Silva, J.S. Silva, DEIMOS Engenharia,
Portugal; J.F. Galera Monico, P.O. Camargo,
UNESP, Brazil; J. Diez, J.M. Palomo, DEIMOS
Space, Spain; S.E. Barbin, USP, Brazil;
J. Moreira, OrbiSat, Brazil; G. Streiff,
Santiago e Cintra, Brazil; E.Z. Granemann,
MundoGeo, Brazil; C. Aguilera, European
GSA, Belgium

Session F2: New Product and
Commercial Service Announcements

RTX Positioning: The Next Generation of
cm-accurate Real-time GNSS Positioning:
R. Leandro, H. Landau, M. Nitschke,
M. Glocker, S. Seeger, X. Chen, A. Deking,
M.B. Tahar, F. Zhang, K. Ferguson, R. Stolz,
N. Talbot, G. Lu, T. Allison, M. Brandl,
V. Gomez, W. Cao, A. Kipka, Trimble Terrasat
GmbH, Germany

Session B4: Robust Navigation in
GNSS-Denied & GNSS-Challenged
Environments 1

Performance of Deeply Integrated GPS/
INS in Dense Forestry Areas: A. Soloviev,
University of Florida; C. Toth, D.A. GrejnerBrzezinska, The Ohio State University

Session A3: Urban and Indoor Navigation
Technology (Academic Focus) 1
Comparison in the Performance of the
Vector Delay/Frequency Lock Loop and
Equivalent Scalar Tracking Loops in
Dense Foliage and Urban Canyon:
M. Lashley, Navigation Technology
Associates, Inc.; D.M. Bevly, Auburn
University

Session C4: GNSS Space Based
Augmentation Systems (SBAS)

Evolving WAAS to Serve L1/L5 Users:
T. Walter, J. Blanch, R.E. Phelts, P. Enge,
Stanford University

Session B3a: Marine Navigation

Session D4: GNSS and the Atmosphere 2

Augmented Reality Precision Navigation:
B. Almquist, The Office of Naval Research;
T. Zysk, J. Luce, Technology Systems Inc.;
J. Cunningham, Naval Surface Warfare
Center, Dahlgren Division
Performance Analysis of Software-Based
GPS/GLONASS Augmentation System for
Maritime DGNSS Service: K-Y. Seo,
S-H. Park, W-S. Jang, Korea Ocean R&D
Institute, South Korea

GNSS Imaging-derived Dynamics of
Ionospheric Storm Transition Regions:
S. Datta-Barua, San Jose State University;
G.S. Bust, ASTRA, LLC

Session E4: Next Generation GNSS
Integrity 1

An Evaluation of the Vestigial Signal
Defense for Civil GPS Anti-Spoofing:
K.D. Wesson, D.P. Shepard, J.A. Bhatti,
T.E. Humphreys, University of Texas at
Austin

Session B3b: Advances in Military GNSS
Systems and Applications

Session F4: Multi-Constellation User
Receivers

Precision Navigation for UAS Critical
Operations: A.K. Brown, D. Nguyen,
P. Felker, NAVSYS Corporation; G. Colby,
F. Allen, PMA-268 NAVAIR

LION Navigator-GPS/Galileo Receiver
for Spacecraft Navigation: E. Gottzein,
C.Kuehl, H. Fillippi, A. Barrios-Montalvo,
P.A. Krauss, J. Heim, Astrium GmbH,
Germany

Session C3: Interference and Spectrum
Management
Signal Characteristics of Civil GPS
Jammers: R.H. Mitch, R.C. Dougherty,
M.L. Psiaki, S.P. Powell, B.W. O’Hanlon,
Cornell University; J.A. Bhatti,
T.E. Humphreys, University of Texas
at Austin

Session A5: Urban and Indoor Navigation
Technology (academic focus) 2
Multipath Mitigation Using
Omnidirectional Infrared Camera for
Tightly Coupled GPS/INS Integration
in Urban Environments:  T. Suzuki,
M. Kitamura, Y. Amano, T. Hashizume,
Waseda University, Japan

Session D3: GNSS Simulation and
Testing

Hybrid Test Bench SINERGHYS “Statistical
INERtial Gnss HYbrid in Simulation:
S. Gallot, P. Dutot, C. Sajous, French MoD,
DGA Information Superiority, France

Session B5: Timing and Scientific
Applications

Flight Characterization of New Generation
GNSS Satellite Clocks: O. Montenbruck,
DLR/GSOC, Germany; P. Steigenberger,
Technical University of Munich, Germany;
E. Schonemann, Technical University
Darmstadt, Germany; A. Hauschild, DLR/
GSOC, Germany; U. Hugentobler, Technical
University Munich, Germany; R. Dach,
University of Bern, Germany; M. Becker,
Technical University Darmstadt, Germany

Session E3: Algorithms & Methods 1

Coherent Multiple Hypotheses Detection
and Measurement for Radio Navigation:
B. Shayevits, M. Tocker, D. Rosenfeld,
CellGuide Ltd., Israel

Session F3: Precise Positioning and RTK
for Civil Applications

Trimble RTX an Innovative New Approach
for Network RTK: X. Chen,T. Allison,
W. Cao, K. Ferguson, S. Grünig, V. Gomez,
A. Kipka, J. Köhler, H. Landau, R. Leandro,
G. Lu, R. Stolz, N. Talbot, Trimble Terrasat
GmbH, Germany

Session C5: GNSS Ground Based
Augmentation Systems (GBAS)

Real-Time Detection of Cross-Correlation
for a Precision Approach Ground Based
Augmentation System: T. Houston, F.
Liu, M. Brenner, Honeywell International,
Aerospace

Quasi-Pilot Signals: Improving
Sensitivity and TTFF without
Compromises: M. Paonni, M. Anghileri,
D. Fontanella, B. Eissfeller, University FAF
Munich, Germany; T. Pany, IfEN GmbH,
Germany
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Session D5: GPS and GLONASS
Modernization

GNSS, an Evolving Technology. Current
Systems Evolutions and Future
Perspectives: M.M. Romay, M.D. Laínez,
J.R. Martín, M. Toledo, GMV, Spain

Session E5a: Remote Sensing with GNSS
& Integrated Systems

Observing Tsunamis in the Ionosphere
Using Ground Based GPS Measurements:
D.A. Galvan, A. Komjathy, Y.T. Song,
P. Stephens, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology;
M.P. Hickey, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University; J. Foster, University of Hawaii
at Manoa

Session E5b: Next Generation GNSS
Integrity 2

Multi-Constellation Integrity
Performance Expectations for Today´s
Dual Frequency ARNS/RNSS Bands:
V. Kropp, P. Mendes, B. Eissfeller,
University FAF Munich, Germany

Session F5a: Portable Navigation
Devices

Commercial GPS in the Stratosphere:
Cell Phone GPS Receiver Performance
on a High Altitude Weather Balloon:
J. Carroll, B. Chan, C. Harner, T. Reid,
P. Tarantino, C.Y.T. Yu, Stanford University

F5b: Alternatives and Backups to GNSS
(Consumer/Commercial Focus)

A High-Precision Local Navigation System
Extending GNSS Limitations:  V. Oehler,
J. Steffes, M. von Voithenberg, D. Dragon,
S. Schlotzer, EADS Astrium GmbH, Germany

Session A6: Alternatives and Backups to
GNSS (Academic Focus)
RFID Indoor Positioning and Navigation
Using a Regularized Particle Filter
Integrated with a Probability Model:
H. Tang, D. Kim, University of New
Brunswick, Canada

Session B6: Robust Navigation in
GNSS-Denied & GNSS-Challenged
Environments 2

Image Aided Relative Navigation for
Air Vehicles Using a Passive, Statistical
Predictive Rendering Approach:
J.M. Howard, M.J. Veth, Air Force Institite
of Technology  

Session C6: Receiver & Antenna
Technology 2

A Bavarian Initiative Towards a Robust
Galileo PRS Receiver: A. Ruegamer,
I. Suberviola, F. Foerster, G. Rohmer,
Fraunhofer IIS, Germany; A. Konovaltsev,
N. Basta, M. Meurer, German Aerospace
Center, Germany; J. Wendel, M. Kaindl,
EADS Astrium, Germany; S. Baumann,
IABG, Germany

Session D6: GNSS Compatibility,
Interoperability and Services

Breaking the Ice: Navigating in the
Arctic: G.X. Gao, L. Heng, T. Walter,
P. Enge, Stanford University

Session E6: Algorithms & Methods 2

Integrity Risk of Kalman Filter-Based
RAIM: M. Joerger, B. Pervan,
Illinois Institute of Technology

Session F6: Urban Navigation Technology
& Location Based Services
(Commercial Focus)
Three Dimensional Positioning with Two
GNSS Satellites and DSRC for Vehicles in
Urban Canyons: N. Alam, University of
New South Wales, Australia
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TRIPLE CROWN

ION-sponsored Augmented Reality
App Nabs Top Award in 2011 European
Satellite Navigation Competition
True3D head up display also wins USA Challenge, NAVTEQ awards

W

e’re all familiar with the tale of West
Coast high-tech entrepreneurs who
develop a new idea on a shoestring and go
on to great things.
But in this story, The Institute of
Navigation and ION corporate members
Inside GNSS magazine and NovAtel helped
them do it.
In October, MVS-California, a San
Francisco engineering micro-firm, won the
top award of €20,000 (US$28,000) and the
title “Galileo Master” in this year’s European

Satellite Navigation Competition (ESNC) for
its True3D Head Up Display (HUD).
The innovation guides a driver via a red
“virtual cable” projected onto the windshield
of the car.
The annual ESNC is an international
search for the most innovative GNSS
applications and location-based service ideas
that have not yet come to market. Its overall
winner is selected from 23 regional winners
— in the case of MVS (which stands for
Making Virtual Solid), the USA Challenge.

MVS-California also won digital
mapmaker NAVTEQ’s special topic award
for mobile enterprise solutions. MVS will
receive prizes valued at approximately
€75,000 ($101,250), including a
12-month incubation program that consists
of one year of free access to NAVTEQ map
data, content and services.
We are most proud of the fact that
we found MVS first — their augmented
reality system for cars, trucks and military
transport was introduced as one of five

3D GUIDANCE ON THE ROAD
European Satellite Navigation Competition
winner MVS-California is the first U.S. company that has won the big ESNC global prize,
the Galileo Master.
The company designed its True3D HUD,
a miniaturized 3D, volumetric, conformal
display hardware for land, air, water and
military vehicles, with an exceptionally wide
field of view and easily sourced and affordable components.
MVS COO and spokesperson Juliana
Carnes-Clegg said, “Many of us have seen,
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or own, cars with 2-dimensional HUD that
display “on” the windshield, but not “out
there” in the landscape as military-grade
HUDs are expected to do. Situational awareness improves only when our navigational
cues are out there, in synch with the depth
and location of real objects.”
She said their product offers moving,
constantly refreshing translucent images that
conform to the true locations of objects like
road signs, gas station and hotel signs and
are, most importantly, non-distracting.
Although military aircraft have used 3D
conformal HUDs for years, the units have
been too large and expensive for automakers
and small aircraft manufacturers to accept,
Clegg said.
“The closest that others such as Audi/
VW and BMW have come to building a 3D
conformal display is placing objects at fixed
distances, not moving, about two meters
in front of a driver’s eyes, in a hardware
package about the size of an under-counter
refrigerator.”
MVS-California engineers Chris
Grabowski, Tom Zamojdo, and Dave Kessler
designed and built the new system, which
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Comparison of today’s in-car navigation system
with the True3D HUD.

fits into an automobile dashboard, requires
neither glasses nor eye tracking devices, and
uses only the vehicle’s uncoated, standard
windshield on which to project the True3D
HUD images.

FIND OUT MORE:
MVS-California: www.mvs.net
USA Challenge: www.insidegnss.com/esnc
European Satellite Navigation Competition:
www.galileo-masters.eu
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ION president
Todd Walter and John
Raquet, chair of the
ION Satellite Division,
were two of six judges
who awarded True3D
HUD high points. The
other judges were Neil
Gerein of NovAtel, ION
members Glen Gibbons, editor of Inside
GNSS, Doug Taggart,
of Overlook Systems
Technology, and
USA Challenge/European Satellite Navigation Competition booth at ION
Hans Kunze of
GNSS 2011, sponsored by Inside GNSS, NovAtel Inc. and The Institute of
Navigation. Photo credit: Sierra Robinson, Inside GNSS.
KLA Global.
The name of the
finalists in the USA Challenge 2011 at ION
eight-year-old European Satellite NavigaGNSS 2011 in September.
tion Competition (ESNC),
Organized by Inside GNSS last year
no longer does justice to its scope. In
and sponsored by NovAtel, the USA
2011, 23 regions of the world — includChallenge gained the support of the ION in
ing Taiwan, Australia and the Middle East/
sponsoring this year’s regional competition
North Africa — participated and 401
representing the United States and Canada
location-based and GNSS-related applicain the international ESNC.
tions developers entered the contest. ◆

PEOPLE’S CHOICE

HISTORICAL
MARKERS ON
YOUR MOBILE
ION GNSS 2011 attendees selected
GEOREADER, one of the five finalists
introduced at the September conference, as their favorite USA Challenge
GNSS applications idea.
It’s a downloadable mobile travel
guide, connected to a 120,000-item
database of GPS locations of historical
interest. GeoReader automatically uses
a phone’s text to voice feature to read
the text of a historical marker as the
user drives past.
The app contains nearly all of the
historical landmarks for Texas, Virginia,
Georgia, Oregon and Michigan, Pennsylvania’s entire historical roadside
marker collection, and other points of
interest in the USA and Canada.

Dave Moreau, developer of GeoReader with
family friend in front of one of the historical
markers in his mobile app database.

Users can add their own data, too,
said Dave Moreau of Syracuse, New
York who developed the free Android
smartphone app. “We call these Talking Points. You can easily create GPSspecific entries. For example, speed
traps, dangerous intersections, hiking
trailheads, local history and legends . .
. or UFO sighting locations.”
The voting for audience favorite —
the People’s Choice Award — took
place in the Portland, Oregon, convention center using smart phones or
other mobile devices and the secure,
location-based voting application,
eVOTZ, which won the USA Challenge
contest in 2010.
At the award ceremony October 19, 2011 from left: Thorsten Rudolph (Managing Director of Application Center for Satellite Navigation Oberpfaffenhofen AZO, the instigator of ESNC), Ulrike Daniels
(Business Development at AZO), Martin Zeil (Bavarian State Minister of Economic Affairs, Infrastructure,
Transport and Technology), Tom Zamojdo (Making Virtual Solid) and Juliana Clegg (Making Virtual Solid).
Photo credit: S. Hörmann/AZO.
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FIND OUT MORE:
GEO READER: www.mygeoreader.com/
eVOTZ: http://www.evotz.com/
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from the ion historian, Marvin May

NAVIGATION QUIZ

“Don’t Know Much About History...”
I

n his 1985 essay entitled “Why Study
History,” William H. McNeill asked:
“Why should anyone bother learning about
things that happened far away and long
ago? Who cares about Cleopatra, Charlemagne, Montezuma or Confucius? And
why worry about George Washington, or
how democratic government and industrial
society arose? Isn’t there quite enough to
learn about the world today? Why add to
the burden by looking at the past?”
Or, as Sam Cooke sang in his classic,
“Wonderful World”:
Don’t know much about geography
Don’t know much trigonometry
Don’t know much about algebra
Don’t know what a slide rule is for
But I do know that one and one is two
And if this one could be with you
What a wonderful world this would be
And what a wonderful world it would
be if its inhabitants knew more about the
physical environment in which they live!
McNeill answered to his own rhetorical
questions in this way: “Historical knowledge is no more and no less than carefully and critically constructed collective
memory. As such it can both make us wiser
in our public choices and more richly human in our private lives.”
This quiz tests your knowledge of
navigation history. One major clue is that
all the answers can be found in the ION
Newsletter Historian columns of the past.
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1. What Navy ship grounded in the corals
off the Hawaii islands in 2009?
a. Arleigh Burke
b. San Francisco
c. Port Royal
d. Missouri
2. This navigation system was developed
by the Radiation Laboratory at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
prior to the United States entry into
World War II.
a. OMEGA
b. DECCA
c. GEE
d. LORAN
e. LORAC
3. In this year, TRANSIT, the first operational satellite navigation system, was
installed on Polaris submarines.
a. 1958
b. 1968
c. 1964
d. 1975
4. This Navy ship was used by the
strategic submarine community to test
navigation equipment such as early
inertial navigators, OMEGA, gravimeters, and GPS/INS.
a. Observation Island
b. Compass Island
c. Nautilus
d. Global Mariner
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5. This is a figure-8 type pattern that can
be used to determine position at sea
without the use of GPS, computers,
calculators, nautical almanacs, batteries, or even the Internet.
a. Analemma
b. Pelorus
c. Loxodrome
d. Medium Dipper
6. He is the author of the book “Inventing Accuracy,” which delves into the
history of the dominant technology of
missile guidance — inertial “black
box” navigation.
a. Jack Reichel
b. Albert Gore
c. Brad Parkinson
d. Donald MacKenzie
e. Graham Spanier
7. This device consists of a square staff
2.5 feet to 3 feet in length and is fitted
with a horizon vane. It can be used to
measure the altitude of the sun.
a. Octant
b. Astrolabe
c. Transit
d. Sextascope
e. Plough
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8. This Greek scientist was the head
librarian at the Library of Alexandria
and was able to estimate the size of
the earth to within two percent.
a. Aristotle
b. Pythagoras
c. Euclid
d. Newton
e. Erastophenes

12. In the early 1950s, this University
of Illinois professor researched the
electrostatically suspended gyroscope,
which still is used in high accuracy
inertial navigation systems.
a. Warren Macek
b. Rudolph Kalman
c. Arnold Nordiseck
d. Norbert Wiener

9. This mathematician first developed the
Earth’s gravitational potential in the
form of a spherical harmonic expansion and estimated the flattening of the
earth’s ellipsoid.
a. Heiskanen
b. Legendre
c. Newton
d. Stokes
e. Clairaut

13. He is credited with the quotation “The
winds and waves are always on the
side of the ablest navigator.”
a. Ralph Waldo Emerson
b. Napoleon Bonaparte
c. George Santayanna
d. Edward Gibbon
e. None of the above

10. He was credited with inventing the
ship’s gyrocompass after winning
a court patent case over American
Elmer Sperry.
a. Albert Einstein
b. Hermann Anschutz-Kaempfe
c. Werner VonBraun
d. Richard Greenspan
e. Leon Foucault
11. This French pair helped define the
meter in terms of the size of the Earth.
a. DeGaulle and Degas
b. Delambre and Mechain
c. Gerard and Elizabeth Lachapelle
d. Monet and Manet
e. None of the above
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14. This American mathematician and
businessman published a guide to
practical navigation in 1802.
a. Thomas Jefferson
b. Nathaniel Bowditch
c. Elmer Dutton
d. Matthew Maury
15. He was a prolific chronicler of navigation data and served as the first superintendent of the Naval Observatory.
a. Matthew Maury
b. Robert E. Lee
c. Benjamin Harrison
d. John Paul Jones
e. None of the above
16. He was an expert in chronometers and
pioneered methods of determining
longitude using telegraphy.
a. John Harrison
b. Charles Wilkes
c. Abraham Lincoln
d. Guillemi Marconi
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17. This map projection, popularized
in 1569, represents rhumb lines as
straight lines.
a. Robinson
b. Gnomonic
c. Mercator
d. Polar stereographic
18. What European city annually celebrates
the popularization of the magnetic
compass?
a. London
b. Paris
c. Amalfi
d. Istanbul
e. Rome
19. In what year did Frenchman Leon
Foucault demonstrate Earth rotation
with his mechanical gyroscope?
a. 1901
b. 1812
c. 1776
d. 1852
20. In 1963 the Navy built a precise inertial
sensor testing laboratory here.
a. Alomogordo, New Mexico
b. Huntsville, Alabama
c. San Diego, California
d. Johnsville, Pennsylvania
e. Laurel, Maryland
The correct answers to this quiz will be
published with the historian column in the
next issue of this newsletter. Or, if you are
in a hurry to check your work, they may
be found by e-mailing Marvin B. May at
mayven4@comast.net. ◆
Marvin B. May is Chief Scientist at Pennsylvania State University’s Navigation
Research and Development Center where
he also teaches navigation courses.
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Third Quarter: Mixed Results
Galileo, GLONASS Launches; Waiting for BeiDou; Praise and Budget Cuts for GPS
GPS
First the good news: The first IIF satellite
began transmitting healthy signals in August;
the International Astronautical Federation
awarded the GPS a special prize for the space
program that has brought the greatest “benefit to humanity” (see article on page 22);
and, after an initial stumble discussed in this
column in the Summer newsletter, Raytheon
successfully completed a preliminary design
review (PDR) for the next-generation GPS
Operational Control Segment (OCX).
Now, for the not so good news.
First, the issue of threatened interference to GPS by the LightSquared wireless
broadband terrestrial network has not been
resolved, as discussed in further detail in an
article on page 16.
Meanwhile, in a feverish environment of
deficit reduction, House and Senate appropriators have recommended deep cuts to
GPS-related programs.
The House Defense Appropriations bill
adds $40 million to the GPS IIF procurement
for “production support,” but offsets it with
$98 million in cuts to GPS IIIB satellite development (citing “excess to need”) and OCX
development (due to “slow execution”).
The House bill also seeks to rescind (take
back) $122.5 million in GPS III advance procurement funds from the previous fiscal year.
That is the entire amount already appropriated for this activity in FY 2011.
The Senate bill, which has passed out of
committee but has yet to be taken up by the
full Senate, makes $64 million in cuts to GPS
III advance procurement (“Advance Procurement Addressed by Prior Reprogramming”) and OCX development (“Directorate
ION Newsletter

support—reduction to growth”).
Meanwhile, the U.S. Department of Transportation’s line item that pays for civil-unique
elements of GPS modernization appears
likely to be cut for the first time. The House
Transportation, Housing and Urban Development (THUD) bill would slash $31.3 million
from the $50.3 million account, while the
Senate version that passed out of committee
on November 1 proposes a $14.3 million
reduction.
The House bill would also strip $40.5
million from FAA’s Wide Area Augmentation
System (WAAS), while the Senate bill would
cut $15.5 million. The House bill calls for
a $3.5 million decrease of the Nationwide
Differential GPS (NDGPS) program, a
terrestrial augmentation, but the Senate bill
fully funds it.
The Senate version of the bill also falls far
short of the President’s request for civil GPS
program funding, cutting $14.3 million from
GPS civil requirements, and $15.5 million
from the WAAS program.
A full House committee markup has not
been scheduled; however, the bill is likely
to go straight to a House-Senate conference
committee, according to the National SpaceBased PNT Coordination Office (NCO).
The GPS Directorate at the Space &
Missile Systems Center, along with its key
contractors such as the Aerospace Corporation, is exploring a variety of options for
reducing costs. One of these options involves
a proposal to launch GPS Block III satellites
two at a time, as described by GPS Directorate commander Col. Bernie Gruber in a
panel discussion at ION GNSS 2011. (Further
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details can be found in the conference recap
beginning on page 1.)

Galileo
Finally! The European GNSS program has
gotten its first two operational satellites into
orbit with an October 21 launch from space
facility in Kourou, French Guiana.
Although called In-Orbit Validation (IOV)
spacecraft, the satellites are in all respects
the same as the full-fledged version Galileo
space vehicles, except for a slightly lower
signal power.
The first two Galileo IOV satellites started
their missions just moments after separating from the Fregat upper stage of their
Soyuz launcher. Following the liftoff of Soyuz
VS01 at 12:30 CEST (7:30 a.m. EDT), all
of the Soyuz stages performed perfectly
and the Fregat-MT upper stage released
the Galileo satellites into their target orbit
at a 23,222-kilometer altitude, 3 hours 49
minutes after liftoff.
Separation marks the start of the critical
Launch and Early Orbit Phase (LEOP), when
the spacecraft must carry out a series of
automated and, later, commanded actions
— including deployment of the solar arrays
to obtain power, the switching on of communications and other systems and the setting of
initial configurations.
After these initial operations, they will be
handed over to SpaceOpal, a joint company of
the DLR German Aerospace Center and Italy’s
Telespazio, to undergo 90 days of testing before being commissioned for the IOV phase.
The Oberpfaffenhofen Galileo Control
Center near Munich, operated by the DLR
Fall 2011

German Aerospace Center, will be responsible
for routine operations. Operating the satellite
payloads to provide navigation services will
be the task of the Fucino Control Center, near
Rome, operated by Telespazio.
Having committed to a limit of €3.4
billion (US$4.72 billion) for the present
seven-year budget cycle that ends in 2013,
the Galileo program ran out of funds for
completing the full 30-SV constellation. In
January 2011, a mid-term review projected
the cost to complete an FOC Galileo system as
€1.9 billion ($2.64 billion), with operating
and exploitation costs €800 million a year.
Earlier this year, however, European officials said that savings in the Galileo program
had freed up funds that may be able to
support acquisition of at least six additional
spacecraft by 2014. The European Commission and European Parliament must still work
out an agreement to allocate those funds so
that FOC can be achieved by the nominal
completion date of 2019-2020.
European Parliament and European
Council and the president and vice-president
of the European Commission have issued an
urgent call to EU business and government
leaders and citizens to complete Galileo,
the EU satellite navigation system, and other
space-based initiatives even in the face of the
current economic crisis.

GLONASS
More GLONASS launches are scheduled for
this year that, if successful, should bring the
Russian GNSS system back to full operational
capability (FOC).
A Proton-M rocket with a Briz-M booster
was scheduled to launch a Glonass-M trio
from Baikonur, Kazakhstan, on November
3, while a Soyuz-2-1B rocket with a Fregat
booster will bring another GLONASS-M into
orbit from Plesetsk on November 22.
As this newsletter went to press, the
system had 23 operational satellites in orbit:
eight each in planes 2 and 3 and seven in
plane 1 where an eighth spacecraft — the
prototype next-generation GLONASS-K
launched February 11 — is undergoing
flight tests. The first production K-class satellite is set for launch on February 26, 2012. A
GLONASS-M launched October 2 and located
in plane 1, slot 4, was activated on October
25, replacing an older spacecraft that was
taken out of service.
The constellation has a spare satellite
in plane 2, as well as two space vehicles
(SVs), one each in planes 1 and 3 that are
still included in the constellation almanac in
“maintenance” status. However, those have
been out of service for more than two years
and may not return.
In a statement published on the Roscos-

October 21 launch of two Galileo IOV satellites from French Guiana on-board a Soyuz rocket. Photo credit:
ESA, S. Corvaja, 2011.

mos website, the Russian General Staff says
that it expects that the accuracy of GLONASS
will reach parity with that of GPS by 2015.
According to RIANovosti, Roscosmos head
Vladimir Popovkin says that Russia will
increase the number of operational satellites
in the GLONASS constellation to 30.
Meanwhile, Roscosmos is proposing
a 330.5-billion ruble (US$10.9 billion)
budget for GLONASS in the 2012–2020 time
frame, compared to the 116.9 billion rubles
($10.85 billion) spent on the system since
former President Vladimir Putin reactivated
the program in 2001.
Although the budget is in place, the
program has yet to be approved, the Russian
Federal Space Agency’s Dr. Sergey Revnivykh
told an ION GNSS 2011 panel on program
updates. That approval is supposed to come
before the end of the year, he said.

COMPASS
The big news on China’s Compass/BeiDou-2
came at a workshop held in connection with
the ION GNSS 2011 conference in Portland,
Oregon. There, representatives of the Chinese
GNSS program said that an interface control
document (ICD) for the BeiDou civil signals
would be published by the end of this year.
In the workshop, organized by the International Association of Chinese Professionals
in Global Positioning Systems, one official
indicated that the document would be available in October, but as of November 2, none
had appeared.
Dr. Xiancheng Ding, representing the
China Satellite Navigation Office, confirmed
that the ICD, would be released in 2011. The
ICD will be available in printed form and,
perhaps, through the Compass website, he
said. ICDs, which define the specifications
of the GNSS signals in space, are crucial for
product designers and system integrators
who want building user equipment and
applications based on a system such as
GPS or Compass.
Beginning with launches of BeiDou-2
spacecraft in 2007, a “simple navigation
constellation” consisting of nine satellites
has been established — four inclined
geostationary orbit (IGSO) space vehicles
(SVs), four geostationary satellites (GEOs),
COMPASS continued on page 17
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GPS Interference
Interference Fears
Fears
GPS

LightSquared’s Wireless Broadband
Proposal: Politics vs. Technology

T

he past few months have been
nies have spent substantial sums on lobbying
Network recently filed a plan with the FCC to
tumultuous ones for the GNSS community
this year in their effort to defeat the Lightbuild a nationwide broadband network, using
and LightSquared, the wireless broadband
Squared plan: Trimble, $840,000; Garmin,
frequencies outside L-band and thereby comcompany seeking to turn mobile satellite
$70,000; and John Deere, $964,000.
pletely avoiding GPS interference.
services (MSS) spectrum near the GPS/
The LightSquared proposal has been the
Galileo L1 band into the channels for highsubject of a half dozen Congressional hearings
Companies Propose User Equipment
powered terrestrial transmitters.
— including a House Armed Services subcomSolutions
Since completion of a series of interference
mittee and the House Science Committee —
The contest entered a new phase during the ION
tests mandated by the Federal Communications
along with numerous letters from both House
GNSS 2011 conference in Portland, Oregon,
Commission (FCC) as a condition of its January
and Senate members asking the FCC to put a
where ION member JAVAD GNSS announced
order allow LightSquared to proceed, the conhold on the project.
that it had a filter-based solution to the interfertroversy has turned
ence problem, which it
more political than
would bring to market
technical. Those tests
soon. LightSquared
—live over-the-air, in
announced that it had
anechoic chambers,
reached an agreement
and simulated showed
with the GNSS manufacwidespread interferturer to develop the
ence to GPS receivers
technology.
by LightSquared transAt the conference,
missions at both upJAVAD GNSS also
per and lower bands
announced that it
in the 1526–1559
would retrofit its units
MHz spectrum where
already in the field
LightSquared wants to
to be “LightSquared
operate.
Hardened” at a cost of
Supporters of
$300 to $800, dependSchematic of filter design proposed to solve problem of LightSquared GPS interference. Image credit:
LightSquared, backed
ing
on the model. FurJAVAD GNSS.
by the Harbinger
ther, the company said
Capital hedge fund
that, starting immedimanaged by Philip Falcone, and the company’s
In August, Jim Schlesinger and Brad Parately, all units it ships would be “LightSquared
detractors have engaged in an escalating
kinson — respectively, the chair and vice-chair
Hardened” — that is, equipped with the lowrhetorical exchange. The debate is backed by
of the National Space-Based Positioning, Navinoise-amplifier (LNA) filters — or eligible for
substantial lobbying from both sides, as well as
gation, and Timing Advisory Board — wrote
a free upgrade within a few weeks.
a pervasive advertising blitz in the Washington,
a letter to FCC Chairman Julius Genachowski
Company CEO Javad Ashjaee said that his
D.C., area by LightSquared, where the company
that strongly recommended the FCC rescind its
LightSquared solution dynamically compenhopes to sway federal departmental officials
conditional waiver for LightSquared operation
sated for group delay variations (better than
and members of Congress.
near GPS.
100 picosecond) by calibrating filter the group
LightSquared has spent more than $1.5
Instead, Schlesinger and Parkinson argued,
delays with an accuracy of 0.2 millimeters for
million so far this year on lobbying, with nearly
the agency should find another frequency band
positioning applications and better than 100
half of that coming in the third quarter alone,
“well away from GPS that allows LightSquared
picoseconds for timing applications.
according to lobbying disclosure forms. The
to compete with the other broadband suppliers
Meanwhile, antenna manufacturer PCTEL
company has added another four lobbying
and does not jeopardize US infrastructure, imsays that it has developed a high-rejection
firms September that specialize in particular
posing unnecessary costs to the many millions
narrowband GPS antenna that will allow
federal agencies, bring its total to nine.
of current GPS users.”
existing high precision users to retrofit their
For their part, several leading GNSS compaIndeed, satellite television provider Dish
GPS devices to make them compatible with
ION Newsletter
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LightSquared’s network. The new antenna will
be independently tested with a range of receivers at the Alcatel-Lucent Bell Labs in Murray
Hill, New Jersey. According to LightSquared,
Korea-based component manufacturer Partron
America has created a filtering component that
only costs $6.
These and potentially other products will
be evaluated in new rounds of tests ordered
by the FCC on September 13. A first round of
tests scheduled for completion on November 4,
focused only on “cellular and personal/general
navigation” receivers to determine whether
they would be affected by LightSquared transmissions further away from GPS L1, where the
company has proposed to temporarily operate.
A second round of tests, with a format and
timeline still to be determined, will examine
whether the proposed “solutions” will solve the
more serious problem experienced by highprecision wideband GPS receivers, including
timing receivers.
The FCC’s notice came out a day before
the Center for Public Integrity (CPI) published an article chronicling LightSquared’s
high-level contacts with presidential aides
that cited the company’s and Harbinger
Capital’s fundraising for Democratic causes
and President Obama. A few days later, Rep.
Darrell Issa (R-Calif.), the chairman of the
House Oversight and Government Reform
Committee, said his committee plans to
investigate government loan programs to
private corporations, singling out LightSquared and the failed solar-energy company Solyndra.
The prolonged debate is taking its toll on
LightSquared and Harbinger Capital, which
had expected — and received — a fast-track
treatment by an obliging federal regulator.
An October 24 Reuters report said that key
Harbinger funds lost about 17 percent during
September due to the delays in LightSquared
getting FCC final approval for its plan. Over the
last couple of years, Harbinger’s valuation has
shrunk to about $6 billion from a high point
of $26 billion.
Also in October, LightSquared CFO Michael
Montemarano said that the company has
enough cash to operate through the first
quarter of 2012 but it currently is unable to
raise more money because of uncertainty from
about the outcome of the issue. ◆
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COMPASS continued from page 15

available after November 15th through the
ION web site. (Information on nominated
candidates and voting can be found on page
21 of this newsletter.)
We extend our congratulations to the European Space Agency and all their contributors
on the launch of Galileo’s first two operational
satellites. This represents an important milestone in the development of Galileo and we look
forward to many more in upcoming years. Also
congratulations to the Russian Federal Space
Agency on the successful launch of three additional GLONASS-M satellites. These launches
demonstrate a continued international dedication to satellite navigation. The profusion of new
constellations, satellites, and signals bodes well
for the continued health of GNSS in addition to
creating new opportunities for innovation.
And finally, a last minute reminder that ION’s
2012 International Technical Meeting will be
taking place January 30-February 1, 2012 at the
Newport Beach Marriott Hotel & Spa in Newport
Beach, California. During this technical event,
the ION’s Annual Awards will be presented and
the 2012 ION Fellows will be named. I hope to
see you there! ◆

and a middle Earth orbiting (MEO) satellite.
At the workshop, Yanping Zhao, CEO of
Shanghai HauCe Navigation Technology Ltd.,
a manufacturer of GPS and Compass receivers, described the GNSS market in China and
its future prospects. In 2010, Zhao said, the
GNSS navigation market in China accounted
for $7.7 billion, primarily in the form of GPSbased, location-capable 3G smartphones and
portable navigation devices (PNDs). By 2015,
that figure will reach $41 billion, including
$24 billion of location-based services, with
a project base of 350 million Chinese GNSS
users, Zhao said.
Another notable speaker was Yuanxi Yang,
representing the China National Administration
of GNSS and Applications. He presented results
obtained by his organization incorporating
and comparing the performance of GPS and
a set of Compass satellites, three GEOs and
four IGSOs, broadcasting on three BeiDou
channels. Tests conducted in Shanghai showed
stable positioning in along an east-west axis,
but unstable accuracy in the north and up
components, a product of the GEO and IGSO
orbits, according to Yang. ◆

ITM 2012 Plenary

Challenges and More Challenges
A two-part plenary session will lead off this year’s International Technical Meeting
(ITM 2012), scheduled January 30–February 1 in Newport Beach, California.
Ninety papers will be presented in 15 separate technical sessions ranging from
spectrum and interference issues to autonomous navigation/robotics.
Plenary session 1, titled “Challenges of Turning Vision into Reality,” will feature the
following speakers: Jeff Carlisle, executive vice-president for regulatory affairs and
public policy, LightSquared; Bob Canty, vice-president and OCX program manager,
Raytheon Corporation; Jim Geringer, director of policy and public sector strategy,
ESRI; and Jules McNeff, vice-president, strategy and programs, Overlook Systems
Technologies, Inc.
Part 2: Challenges of Realizing a Global Navigation Capability includes
presentations from Anthony Russo, director, National Coordination Office for SpaceBased PNT; Ray Swider, director for GPS & PNT, Office of the Secretary of Defense;
Dr. David Last, consultant, United Kingdom; and Chuck Schue, president & CEO,
UrsaNav. Doug Taggart, president of Overlook Systems Technologies, Inc., organized
and will moderate the plenary sessions.
An annual awards and Fellows banquet takes place on Tuesday evening.
The event will be held at the Newport Beach Marriott Hotel & Spa. More details,
including registration information, can be found on the ION website: http://www.ion.
org/meetings/ITM2012program.cfm.
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Navigation Novelties

What’s New in the PNT World?
Calcite Crystals
and the Open Sea
The Vikings faced a number of navigation
challenges in their 9th through 11th centuries
heyday.
When the magnetic compass was still
a Chinese secret, Vikings used a sundial to
navigate the open ocean. They couldn’t use
the stars reliably, during the endless twilight of
Nordic summer nights.
But weather in their North Atlantic field of
operations is often foggy and cloudy. So how
did they steer their beautiful boats then?

A clear kind of Calcite crystal known as Icelandic
spar, which may have been used by the Vikings as
a North Atlantic navigation aid. Photo credit: Wikimedia Commons.

History and archaeology say they depended a
good deal on family knowledge, wind direction, the migration paths of whales and birds,
and clouds over distant landforms.
And the Icelandic sagas mention a “sunstone” that kept the hero Sigurd from getting
lost in haze and fog.
Over forty years ago, a Danish archaeologist named Thorkild Ramskou suggested that
calcite crystals, particularly a clear variety comION Newsletter

mon in Iceland, may have been the mysterious
ingredient in the magical tool.
Calcite — Iceland Spar — has the optical
property of double refraction and can split
light into separate rays. When sunlight passes
through the Earth’s atmosphere it scatters and
is polarized in a particular direction.
This light pattern is the same on clear days,
foggy days, and when the sun has dipped
below the horizon.
When someone looks at the sky through
the crystal, the brightness (or sometimes the
color) changes depending on the angle of the
light. At the point where both refracted images
are equally bright, a viewer can locate the
position of the sun.
No one tested this theory for years. Then
French physicist Guy Ropars and a research
team from the University of Rennes decided to
see if this method was accurate enough to be
used in practical navigation.
Their results were published on November 1 in Proceedings of the Royal Society
A: Mathematical Physical & Engineering
Sciences.
The French researchers fixed a piece of
Iceland spar into a small wooden container
and tested it on an overcast day. Light from the
sky entered through a hole in the device and
projected the double refracted image onto
an opaque surface. When both images were
equally dark, the crystal pointed toward the
sun. Their sunstone came within one percent
of the true location of the sun in either direction, even after it dipped below the horizon.
So now all we have to do is wait for
archaeologists to find physical evidence of the
legendary Viking sunstone.
Meanwhile, just another tool in the toolbox
when your GPS leaves you adrift.
Find out more: http://rspa.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/early/2011/10/28/
rspa.2011.0369. ◆
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The Paperless Ship
The folks who sailed on the Exxon Valdez,
the MV Rena, and USS Port Royal plus the
ghosts of many shipwreck victims, birds, fishes,
coral reefs and estuaries might look forward to
the day when piloting and navigation are a bit
more foolproof.
To that end, the nautical chart is going into
The Cloud.
As of the second half of 2012, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) mandates
the installation of Electronic Chart Display
Systems (ECDIS) in all large new passenger,
tanker and cargo ships. By 2018 all commercial
ships should have the GPS-based technology
on board.
The goal is to mitigate human errors by fusing all navigation information in a single display.
ECDIS uses GPS position information, radar,
automatic identification system (AIS) and
electronic charts to give real time information,
including weather and water depth at a particular location. It can provide up-to-the-second
indication of the movement — and predicted
movement — of the vessel.
(And, if your satellite navigation signal isn’t
reaching the ship, a British ECDIS consulting
company says, “contrary to popular opinion,
it [position] can continue to be effectively monitored in Dead Reckoning (DR) mode, with
traditional visual/radar fixing methods.”)

A map of the world created by Hendrik Hondius
in 1630 and a second-generation ECDIS. Image
credits: Wikimedia Commons; Navmaster/PC
Maritime/Lilley & Gillie.
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CALENDAR
A Norway study done in 2007 says that ECDIS will reduce the number of ship groundings
by 38 percent.
But it does take some getting used to. Various shipping interest groups complain about
vague training standards and too many ECDIS
systems available, each of which takes training
and none of which are standardized. ◆

Deep Blue Sea
On November 17, four unmanned ocean
vehicles (UOV) — buoys with thrust —
will begin a journey of 300 days and 25,000
miles across the Pacific Ocean, programmed
with GPS waypoints and monitored online
in near real time. They’ll travel together to
Hawaii, split into pairs, and then head to
Japan and Australia.
The 200-pound (90-kilo) Wave Gliders,
powered by waves and loaded with sensors,
will explore parts of the ocean no human
has ever seen. They’ll report salinity,
temperature, oxygen content, wave action,
and more.
The robots look like surfboards on the
surface with an attached section that hangs
below the water. They transform wave
motion into forward thrust, with assistance
from solar panels to power various
sensors. They navigate using 12-channel
WAAS-capable GPS receivers and are
accurate to three meters. The Wave Gliders
communicate in near real time via Iridium
and Xbee receivers.
The UOVs are quiet and kind of “green,”
with no need for refueling or a nearby
manned vessel. They pull themselves apart if
a marine mammal gets tangled in the works
and submerges the system.
Shore control is exercised via satellite
using chart-based GUIs (graphical user
interfaces) with waypoint and course
generation; feedback to “mission control” is
transmitted from the drone’s onboard GPS
receiver and heading sensor by short-burst
data modem.
They have captured the interest of NOAA
and Woods Hole, Monterey Bay Aquarium,
ION Newsletter

and Scripps Oceanographic Institutes —
mainly because they are far less expensive
than manned research vessels.
On their maiden voyage, they’ll act
as research vessels. Of course, they have
potential in harsher areas as well: naval
warfare, anti-piracy, and immigration
surveillance, among others.
They’re developed and owned by a
California company, Liquid Robotics,
which secured $22 million in venture
capital last June. ◆

JANUARY 2012
JAN. 30 - FEB. 1: ION
International Technical Meeting
(ITM) 2012, Newport Beach Marriott
Hotel & Spa, Newport Beach,
California
Contact: ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org

APRIL 2012
23-26: IEEE/ION PLANS 2012,
Myrtle Beach Marriott Resort & Spa,
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
Contact: ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org

JUNE 2012
12-14: JSDE/ION JNC 2012, Crowne
Plaza Hotel, Colorado Springs,
Colorado
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org

SEPTEMBER 2012

You Could Win Six Months
with the Wave Gliders!
This Wave Glider Mission, PacX, wants to
find out how scientists and engineers out
there would use the data collected over
the next year. Submit a one-page abstract
describing your scientific intentions and you
might win the grand prize to be announced
at the 2012 American Geophysical Union
(AGU) fall meeting. The winner will receive
six months of free Wave Glider data services
and will work with the company to develop
the deployment, including configuration of
onboard sensors. The deadline to enter is
April 23, 2012.
More info at http://liquidr.com/pacx/ ◆
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17-21: ION GNSS 2012, Nashville
Convention Center, Nashville,
Tennessee
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org

OCTOBER 2012
1-3: 14th IAIN World Congress
2012, Cairo, Egypt
Contact: Dr. R. Rashad
Tel: +20 3 550 98 24
Fax: +20 3 550 96 86
Web: www.iaincongress2012.org

JANUARY 2013
JAN. 28 - 30: ION International
Technical Meeting (ITM) 2013,
Catamaran Resort Hotel, San Diego,
California
Contact: ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Fax: +1 703-366-2724
Web: www.ion.org
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ION Member News and Notes

Section News and Notes

NORTH STAR SECTION
Autonomous Snowplow
Competition, hosted by
the North Star Section
The North Star Section is deep in the
midst of the second annual Autonomous
Snowplow Competition, to be held in St.
Paul, MN in conjunction with the St. Paul
Winter Carnival. The main events, to be
held January 26 – 29, 2012 promises to
be an exciting one with new challenges
presented to the teams compared to last
year’s event. The six teams competing
will be required to adapt their design to
handle obstacles, random snow depths,
and finished with the shortest time. These
new challenges will encourage the teams
to think in new ways and enhance the
technology of these autonomous vehicles.
This year teams will be representing the
following schools: Miami University (Ohio),
Ohio University, University of Minnesota,
Dunwoody Institute of Technology and
University of Michigan - Dearborn (who
has two teams competing).
In addition to its current sponsors
– Honeywell, ASTER Labs, Lockheed
Martin, Alliant Tech Systems, US Bank,
and Hitching Post Motor Sports, the North
Star Section is pleased to welcome new
sponsors of The Toro Company and Space
Exploration Technologies Corp. (SpaceX) to
the 2012 competition.
Those interested in sponsoring,
volunteering, or participating in the this
year’s competition, or in future years,
please visit www.autosnowplow.com for
more information.

Mr. James Tobin (L), ‘77, president, USMMA Alumni Association and Foundation,
Inc., presents Jonathan James Gardner (R), a Marine Transportation major from
St. Petersburg, FL with The Institute of Navigation Award. The award – established
in 1988 – is given to the Marine Transportation MIDN who has the highest grades
on the Navigation sections of the U.S.C.G. Third Mate’s License Examination
administered in June.

WASHINGTON DC
SECTION
After several years as a
Section officer, Chuck
Schue is stepping down as Chair to let
someone new continue to lead the DC
Section into the future. His stepping down
coincides with the need to annually solicit
nominations for election as officers of
the Section. Recent email blasts from the
ION membership service have garnered
several people interested in an executive
position within the Section. If you are a
reader within the Washington DC Section
catchment area, and are interested in
nominating yourself or someone else,
please let any member of the DC Section
know. We plan to hold elections in
November so we can have the new officers
in place before the next ION Council
meeting, scheduled for January 2012.
In the ten years since the Washington
DC Section was reconstituted, we have
enjoyed some interesting speakers,
exciting tours, various networking and
socializing opportunities, on-going
educational outreach through our Student
Activities Committee, and exceptional
support of the ION’s Mini-Urban
Challenge. Let’s work to build on our past
efforts by volunteering to help keep the
Section thriving.
ION Newsletter

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
SECTION
The RMS ION established
a sponsorship program
for the purpose of fundraising and received
its first donors for the year.
Platinum Sponsors
(Donations of $2000 or more)
• Infinity Systems Engineering
Gold Sponsors
(Donations of $1000 to $1999.99)
• Lockheed Martin
The RMS ION is supporting a Geocaching
event with local children at the Colorado
Springs Cool Science Festival in October.
The RMS ION is establishing volunteer
opportunities in the CY2011/2012 timeframe.
Please check http://rms.ion.org/ or
http://www.facebook.com/pages/RockyMountain-Section-of-The-Institute-ofNavigation/174728799274657 for more
information and to volunteer!

The first place team from Ohio University’s Fritz J. and Dolores H. Russ
College of Engineering and Technology poses at the first autonomous
snow plow competition held this past
January in conjunction with the Winter Carvinal in St. Paul, Minnesota.
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DAYTON SECTION
The Dayton Section has
resumed operations for
the 2011-2012 term and
has had two luncheon
meetings under its new officers.
September 2011 Meeting Summary
Fred Webber, a Ph.D. student at the Air
Force Institute of Technology, spoke to
the section on September 2 regarding his
summer experience at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, CA working
on the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL).
His briefing emphasized the navigation
aspects of the mission, particularly
Martian navigation utilizing the MSL
specialized sensors and effectors. MSL
is tasked with assessing the suitability
of Mars, past or present, to support
microbial life.		

Photo (L to R): Mark Smearcheck,
Dayton Section Chair presents Fred
Webber, AFIT Ph.D. student, with
a Certificate of Appreciation for
Speaking at the September section
meeting.

October 2011 Meeting Summary
On October 13, Jihye Park, a Ph.D. student
at the Ohio State University, discussed
the use of total electron count (TEC)
measurements to detect clandestine
underground nuclear explosions (UNE).
Traveling ionospheric disturbances (TID)
that could be attributed to the North
Korean UNE of 25 May 2009 along with
GNSS observations were used to derive TEC
measurements. The UNE was ultimately
geolocated to within 2.7 km of the
seismically determined epicenter.
For detailed information about the
Dayton Section, please visit: http://dayton.
ion.org.
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2012 ION Officers
Nominated
T

Corporate Profile
Trusted Positioning’s
technology integrates
self contained sensors
with wireless systems
to provide continuous,
accurate and affordable navigation and positioning indoors,
outdoors and in dense urban outdoor environments.

he following nominations were
submitted by the 2012 Nominating
Committee for officers of The Institute
of Navigation. The nomination committee was chaired by Dr. Mikel Miller
and included three representatives
from each region.

The software platform integrates Micro-Electro Mechanical
Systems (MEMS) sensors, such as inertial sensors,
magnetometers, barometers and speed sensors, with wireless
updates, such as GNSS and Wi-Fi. This software fusion is
specially developed to model errors of low cost sensors and
integrate them with wireless technologies in various integration
schemes to provide accuracy comparable to high grade INS/GPS
systems. The software is easily incorporated into existing devices
to facilitate cost. effective navigation and positioning for consumer
mobile, automotive and machine control applications.

President
Dr. Todd Walter
Executive Vice President
Ms. Patricia Doherty
Treasurer
Dr. Frank van Graas
Eastern Vice President
Mr. Doug Taggart
Western Vice President
Mr. Clyde Edgar
Eastern Council Member-at-Large
Capt. Joe Chop
Dr. Jade Morton
Western Council Member-at-Large
Mr. Greg Turetzky
Dr. Suneel Sheikh
Air Representative
Dr. Grace Gao
Dr. Terry Moore
Land Representative
Mr. Stephen Rounds
Dr. Frank van Diggelen
Marine Representative
Capt. Richard Hartnett
Mr. Jay Spalding
Space Representative
Dr. Glenn Lightsey
Dr. Oliver Montenbruck

Help shape policy
in Washington, D.C.
To learn more about the
ION’s Government Fellows
Programs please visit:
www.ion.org/outreach/
fellowship_programs.cfm.

Voting. Voting will be conducted
electronically via the ION website.
On-line ballots will be available after
November 15. On-line voting must
be completed by December 9 to be
counted.

Paper Ballots. If you do not have
Internet access or prefer to receive
a paper ballot, please contact us by
phone, fax, or mail at The Institute
of Navigation, 8551 Rixlew Lane,
Suite 360, Manassas, VA 20109; 703366-2723, voice; 703-366-2724, fax.
Please allow sufficient time to receive
your ballot via mail or fax. Completed
ballots must be received at the ION
Office by December 9, to be counted.
Ballots received after December 9 will
NOT be counted.
Election Results. Results will
be announced at the ION 2012
International Technical Meeting,
January 31–February 1, 2012, in
Newport Beach, CA. Newly elected
officers will take office on February
1, at the conclusion of the meeting.
Election results will be reported in the
ION Newsletter. u

This may be a perfect fit
for you now, or in the future!

The Institute of Navigation is pleased to welcome
our newest ION corporate member:

Trusted Positioning
www.trustedpositioning.com

For more information on corporate membership in The Institute of Navigation,
please contact Kenneth P. Esthus at 703-366-2723, ext 104, or visit us at
www.ion.org.
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IAF Cites GPS for ‘Benefit to Humanity’

O

n October 4, the
and developed
International
countries,” the IAF
Astronautical
said. “Like an open
Federation (IAF)
source computer
presented a special,
operating system,
one-time award
its public interface
to the Global
standards have
Positioning System
enabled market(GPS) for the GNSS
driven innovations
technology’s “benefit
in a wide array of
to humanity.”
applications that
The award
were not imagined by
General William L. Shelton, Commander of Air Force Space Command, accepts the International
was presented
the system’s creators.
Astronautical Federation 60th anniversary award honoring the Air Force Global Positioning System
during a special
The IAF Honors and
program for its “measurable benefit to humanity.”
ceremony at the
Awards Committee
Pictured from left: Lynn Dugle, President, Intelligence and Information Systems, Raytheon; Dr. Bradford
Parkinson, Professor (Emeritus) Aeronautics and Astronautics, Stanford University; Prof. Dr. Berndt
62nd International
recognized the
Feuerbacher, President, International Astronautical Federation; General William Shelton; Ken Torok,
Astronautical
uniqueness of the
Vice President, Navigation & Communication Systems, Boeing; Joanne Maguire, Executive Vice President,
Congress in Cape
GPS program and
Space Systems Company, Lockheed Martin; and Major General (retired) Robert Dickman, Executive
Director, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Photo credit: Mary Snitch, Lockheed Martin.
Town, South Africa.
the exemplary
General William L.
role it has played
Shelton, Commander,
in building
United States Air
international
by the IAF for the “uniqueness of the
Force Space Command, accepted the
collaboration for the benefit of humanity.”
GPS program and the exemplary role
award on behalf of the program.
“This is a tremendous honor for the
it has played in building international
Given in honor of the IAF’s 60th
Air
Force, Air Force Space Command and
collaboration for the benefit of humanity.”
anniversary, the award recognizes an
everyone on our GPS team,” said Under
IAF President Berndt Feuerbacher
organization or individual for a successful
Secretary of the Air Force Erin Conaton.
said of his organization’s decision, “I
project in the field of space applications
“We are proud to have developed and
am very pleased to recognize the Global
or space science and exploration, which
invested in this remarkable system that our
Positioning System for the vital role it plays
demonstrates, through its implementation,
Airmen continue to operate, sustain and
in the modern world. From in-car satnav
a significant and measurable benefit to
modernize for the benefit of billions
to disaster relief, from cellular telephony
society. Nine other nominations were
of people.
to air traffic control, GPS is an application
received, but the IAF Honors and Awards
The IAF is one of the world’s leading
which is a central part of the lives of
Committee voted unanimously to award
space advocacy organizations with 205
nearly every person in the world.”
the honor to the GPS program.
member organizations in 58 countries.
“The position, navigation, and
Nominated by the American Institute
It maintains a worldwide network of
precision timing capabilities of GPS
for Aeronautics and Astronautics, the
experts who seek to promote and advance
have enabled the infusion of information
space-based navigation and timing system
the knowledge of space science for the
technology productivity into traditional
was selected as the award recipient
benefit of humanity. u
physical infrastructures in both developing
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Defense Matters
SAVE OUR GPS

A

recent web posting at Space Watch, written by
Elliot Holokauahi Pulham, the chief executive
officer of the Space Foundation, titled “Fear and
Loathing in Washington, The 10 Investments
We Must Protect,” ranks GPS as the “. . . most
important space investment we must protect at
all cost.”
The article focused on the challenges Congress faces in dealing with its inability to reach an
agreement on the debt crisis and the prospects
of having the Joint Select Committee on Deficit
Reduction (aka the “Super Committee”) bringing
a “chain saw massacre” to the Federal budget.
In his remarks Mr. Pulham cautions against
taking damaging
steps in dealing
with these budget
challenges,
highlighting 10 key
national investments
in space that must
be protected.
According to a
Space Foundation
survey that he cites,
GPS is the most
important “cannot
live without” space
technology ever
developed.
Without question
GPS has established
itself as a very
capable technology
that millions use every single nanosecond of every
single day for positioning, navigation, and timing
(PNT) applications. I agree with Mr. Pulham’s
article and the conclusions reached, and I am
fairly confident that Congress dealing with the
budget crisis will not put the GPS program’s
future at risk by slashing its funding. There are
simply too many users and too many national
infrastructure requirements being satisfied by GPS
to allow the system’s capabilities to stumble.
But costs are large, not only for maintaining
the system, but also in modernizing it. This
draws attention to and raises questions about
how those costs may be managed to meet future
requirements, especially for military applications.

“GPS...

the most

important
space

investment
we must

protect at
all cost.”
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By Doug Taggart, President, Overlook Systems Technologies, Inc.
The Congressional Budget Office report
released on October 28, 2011 (available online at
http://www.cbo.gov/ftpdocs/125xx/doc12505/1028-GPS.pdf), titled The Global Positioning System
for Military Users: Current Modernization Plans
and Alternatives, examines three options to
provide anti-jamming improvements to military
users sooner and at lower cost than the current
three-phase plan to modernize GPS III satellites.
The report is 60 pages in length, and those
interested should read it to reach their own
conclusions. However, for purposes of making
my point in this article, I note that each of the
three options investigated in the report —
incorporating inertial technology, Iridium’s
HIGPS, and a combination of both — emphasizes
opportunities for making improvements in
receivers to provide enhanced capabilities.
Focusing on receivers as the preferred means
to enhance GPS capabilities brings to mind the
challenges GPS faces with the LightSquared
initiative. Over the next several years,
LightSquared proposes to deploy a nationwide,
broadband system derived from a space-based
capability but supplemented by 40,000 highpowered, ground-based transceivers.
LightSquared claims that any problems it
faces with GPS interference are the result of
features that GPS receiver manufacturers have
incorporated in their products that “look” into
what LightSquared claims to be “their” spectrum.
In fact, many of those design features were
included in order to receive GPS augmentation
information transmitted on the satellite downlink
signals that LightSquared ground transmissions
will block within “its own” spectrum.
Contrary to the “system of systems”
implementation approach employed by the GPS
program, which integrates and synchronizes
space, control, and user equipment, LightSquared
has no integration plans for its user segment. In a
statement made during an Open Mobile Summit
held in San Francisco, November 2 through 4,
2011, the LightSquared CEO, Sanjiv Ahuja, said
“We want to be the dumbest wireless broadband
pipe. I want no intelligence inside our network,
none, zero….we are an absolute utility.”
He characterized the LightSquared user
equipment component as dependent on
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separate, diverse partners from device makers,
to application developers, to virtual network
operators, and others to independently add value
to the mobile broadband network it delivers.
I am now left wondering how large a challenge
the proposed LightSquared nationwide broadband
system will ultimately create for GPS. It seems
the challenges will increase dramatically when
the LightSquared network and its user segment,
projected to number in the hundreds of millions,
begin adding to the ambient noise at the upper
side of the L1 spectrum band, where GLONASS
currently operates and adjacent to Iridium.
Also unclear is how the independent serviceprovider partners that LightSquared envisions will
implement the recent Federal Communications
Commission mandate for more stringent
location accuracy standards on a date still to be
determined, though not before 2019 (see http://
www.fiercewireless.com/story/fcc-mandates-gpsall-phones-2018/2011-10-05).
If those service providers decide to approach
the location mandate from the perspective
of using GPS, then they could be accused of
“looking” into GPS spectrum. But then again, they
will also need to develop a means to function in
the vicinity of LightSquared’s “dumbest wireless
broadband pipe.” u

Doug Taggart is
president of Overlook
Systems Technologies,
Inc. In addition to his
day job, he is currently
serving as the IEEE-USA Chairman for
the Committee on Transportation and
Aerospace Policy, which identifies as one
of its key mission areas a commitment
to support the careers and public policy
interests of IEEE’s U.S. members in
appropriate professional areas of economic,
ethical, legislative, social, and technology
policies in the United States. He was an ION
Congressional Fellow in 2005/2006 and is
currrently serving on the ION Council.
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